Image & Document Archive (IDA) is an archive or library system for storing and retrieving
images and documents and making them available online.
It is designed for use by groups like historical societies or other groups who have collections
of images and documents that they wish to make available to their members and/or the public.
IDA can be added to an existing website or we can provide a complete system with hosting.

We can help you get your collection online quickly, easily and inexpensively!

IDA Key Features:
 allows cataloguing and display of images, documents and
genealogical information
 fully online, can be accessed and managed from anywhere
 secure access for people authorised to manage the collection
 does not require proprietary software on the PC
 can be used from a PC, Mac or Unix device, or a phone or tablet
 can be integrated into an existing website or separately hosted
 unlimited number of images and documents
 images can include any watermark (small, large or none)
 powerful searching features or simple search
 browse feature to encourage browsing of the collection
 slideshow option
 text overlay feature for captions on maps or group photos etc
 screens are adjusted to suit viewing screen size
 facility for users to report problems or comment on images or provide
additional information
 users can send an email to a friend about an image
 users can order copies of an image (if you choose to
sell them)
 links from one image to another or to related
documents or people
 people database to show genealogical info about
people in images
 presents random images to prompt exploration of the
collection
 logging of which assets are accessed
 can be linked to NLA Trove database (OAI-PMH) to
make your collection much more widely available
 IDA shows your branding (examples are shown as a
demo collection)
 customisation is possible to suit specific needs
 low cost option compared to other commercial
offerings
View an example of IDA in use by Kurrajong-Comleroy Historical Society
at www.kurrajonghistory.org.au
We are a small local company, not some big multinational, so we can be
responsive to any special requirements. You get to speak directly to the
people who wrote the software and who use it.

If you have been considering how to handle your image collection
and would like to put it online, or if you have a collection online
already and you think it could be done better and cheaper,
please get in touch for a no obligation consultation.
Digital Graphics Pty Ltd ABN 37 003 836 075
www.digitalgraphics.com.au/ida
sales@digitalgraphics.com.au
02 4567 8999

